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Summary: Explosive sabotage and the startling unearthing of
a hundred-year-old skeleton on a Nevada ranch thrillingly start
off this debut novel in a tail-wagging new series from New York
Times bestselling author Rita Mae Brown. With the ruins of her
high-powered Wall Street job now far in the rearview mirror of
her rented silver Camaro, thirty-two-year-old Mags Rogers
arrives at her great-aunt Jeep's sprawling Wings Ranch to
reassemble her life. In the passenger seat, with his suspicious
nose to a cracked window, is Mags's beloved wirehaired
dachshund, the urbane Baxter. Mags was named for her great-
aunt, Magdalena-though everyone calls the spry octogenarian
rancher Jeep. From piloting planes in World War II to
discovering one of America's largest gold deposits, Jeep has
enjoyed a lifetime jam-packed with love and adventure, and
she's not done yet. At her side-to Baxter's low-down distress-is
Jeep's loyal German Shepherd mix, King. The growlings are
mutual: King sniffs that Baxter is a "fuzzy sausage."
Meanwhile, someone pipe-bombs Red Rock Valley's pumping
station, endangering the water supply near and far. Deputy
Pete Meadows links the sabotage to a string of local...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally exciting throgh reading time. I am pleased to let you
know that this is the greatest publication we have read through during my very own life and may be he best
publication for possibly.
-- Mr . K a de R ippin-- Mr . K a de R ippin

Extensive manual for publication fans. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the
author compose this pdf.
-- Alvina  R unte PhD-- Alvina  R unte PhD
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